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ON MAGIC SQUARES CONSTRUCTED BY THE
UNIFORM STEP METHOD

T. M. APÓSTOL AND HERBERT S. ZUCKERMAN

An application of the theory of congruences to the study of magic

squares constructed by the uniform step method was first given by

D. N. Lehmer.1 The «2 cells of the square are denoted by two co-

ordinates (.4, B), A being the number of the column counting from

the left and B the number of the row counting from the bottom.

Lehmer summed up the uniform step process in the following con-

gruences for determining the cell (Ax, Bx) into which the number x is

entered :

(1) Ax m p + a(x - 1) + a\- (mod«),

(2) Bx m q + ß(x - 1) + b |--1 (mod n),

where (p, q) is the cell into which the number 1 is entered, (a, ß) is

the "step" used in proceeding from one cell to another, (a, b) is the

"break-step" that must be used when an occupied cell is arrived at,

and the symbol [k] denotes the greatest integer contained in k.

Lehmer proved the following theorems:

Presented to the Society, November 25, 1950; received by the editors August 21,

1950.
1 D. N. Lehmer, On the congruences connected with certain magic squares, Trans.

Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 31 (1929) pp. 529-551. Definitions of the terms "magic,"

"diabolic," and "symmetric" are given in this paper.
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Theorem A. A necessary and sufficient condition that congruences

(1) awd (2) fill the square is that the determinant

a   a

ß   b

shall be prime to ».

If the condition of Theorem A holds, we have further the following

theorem :

Theorem B. The square will be magic if and only if the numbers

a, ß, a, and b are all prime to ».

The magic squares obtained by this method have the property

that the numbers in any column or those in any row form a com-

plete system of incongruent numbers modulo « and no two numbers

in the system lie between the same two multiples of ». Squares with

this property will be referred to here as regular squares. It is ele-

mentary to show that all regular squares are magic, although of

course, there are magic squares that are not regular.

In this paper we extend the study of the uniform step method by

considering the more general situation where the numbers a, ß, a,

b, and

a    a

ß   b

are not all prime to ». We shall not consider the problem in its fullest

generality but shall restrict ourselves to the cases where

(a, n) = (ß, n) = 5,

(a, n) = (b, n) = €,

(8, •) = 1,

(ab — aß, «) = 5(8.

These conditions are not as restrictive as may appear at first sight.

For example, it can be shown that (a, n) must be the same as (ß, n)

and that (b, e) must be 1 if we are to obtain regular squares by our

alteration of the method. The special case considered by Lehmer is

obtained when o = e=0 = l.

To construct the square we insert the number 1 in the cell (p, q)

chosen arbitrarily. The number 2 is entered in the cell (p+a, q+ß),

3 in cell (p + 2a, q+2ß), and so on, the coordinates always being re-

duced modulo ». When the step (a, ß) is used n/b times it places the
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number n/8+í in the cell (p+an/8, q+ßn/8). Since 5 divides a and

ß, this cell is the same, modulo «, as the initial cell (p, q). Thus the

step (a, ß) is seen to fail after n/ô uses. Furthermore, this is the first

such duplication, for the congruence Xa=M«(mod n) implies X—m

= 0(mod n/8) since (a, n) = 8, and therefore the step (a, ß) could not

have failed until the number w/5-f-l was arrived at. At this point the

break-step (a, b) is used to place w/5-fT in the cell (p+a, q+b). The

step (a, ß) is again resorted to and n/8 +2 is inserted in (p+a+a,

q + b+ß), n/8 + 2 in (p+a + 2a, q + b + 2ß), and so on. The

number 2n/8 + \ would fall in (p+a+an/8, q+b+ßn/8) = (p+a,

<7-r-è)(mod n), and the break-step (a, b) is used for the second time,

provided, of course, that no other duplications have occurred since

inserting n/8+í. For the moment we shall not be concerned with

any duplications which may occur between multiples of n/8 and we

agree to use the break-step (a, b) only after every n/8 numbers are

inserted, even if this necessitates placing two numbers in the same

cell. As long as this procedure is adhered to, the coordinates (Ax, Bx)

of the cell into which the number x is entered will be given by the

congruences:

(3) Ax m p + a(x — 1) + a\- (mod »),

(4)
r(x - i)ä-i

Bx EE q + ß(x - 1) + b\- (mod »).

These formulas will be used until the number Xi = n2/(8t6) + \

is arrived at, that is, until the break-step (a, b) has been used n/(6e)

times. At this point the break-step (a, b) fails. In fact, the numbers

xk = kn2/(ôtd) + 1   (k = 1, 2, • • • , hé - 1)

will be placed in the cells given by (p+kan/(6e), q + kbn/(6e)), and

these cells will be already occupied by the numbers x't = 1 + ht,

where each hk is defined as that solution of the congruence

(5) hka/8 = kan/(oé) (mod n/8)

which lies in the range Qghk<n/8. Each of these can always be

solved since (a, n)=8 and each will yield an hk in the desired range

so that we shall have

[-(V-DSIxk < xk    and       -    = 0,

for all k considered. To find the cells into which the x¿ fall, we have,
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from (5), aßhk = (kaßn/(de))(mod 5»). Since (ab —aß, n) = bed, we

may write aß = ba+tbed in the right member of this last congruence

to obtain aßhk = (knba/(de))(mod 5»), ßhk = (knb/(de))(mod «). By

(5) we also have ahk = (kna/(de)) (mod n) so that (3) and (4) now yield

Axk = p + ahk = p + kan/(de) (mod »),

Bz'k = q + ßhk = q + kbn/(6e) (mod »).

Hence each x¿ already occupies the cell into which xk will be placed.

We now introduce a second break-step (c, d) which is used after

every n2/(be8) numbers are inserted to avoid the duplications that

occur at these points. The formulas for locating the cell (Az, Bx)

into which x falls now become:

r(x - i)ôi      r(x - i)5e<n
(6) A, m p + a(x - 1) + a\-   + c   -¿-        (mod «),

r(x -  1)51 r(x - l)5edl
(7) Bx =. q + ß(x - 1) + b I-J + d I-J      (mod «).

The square formed by these congruences clearly depends on the

numbers a, ß, a, b, c, d, and may be denoted by the matrix

/a    a    c\

\ß    b    d).

The process may or may not fill the square, and when it does, the

resulting square may or may not be magic. In this connection we

shall proved the following theorems:2

Theorem 1.  The square constructed according to congruences (6)

awd (7) will be filled if and only if we have

(be — ad, bed) = e

and

(ßc - ad, bed) = b.

Theorem 2. 7/0 = 1, the resulting square will be regular (and hence

magic) if and only if c and d are both prime to be.

Proof of Theorem 1. We begin by writing each number xf in the

form

(8) Xi = 1 + Pin2/(be9) + <nn/b + n,

2 We note that the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 require » to be odd.
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where

0 g t, ^ n/8 - 1,    0 ^ o-i = n/(6e) - 1,    0 ^ p, ^ 5e0 - 1.

We then have

(9)
f(xi - l)8edl                        r(xi - 1)87

-   = Pi    and      -   = p<»/(0e) + a{,

since we have

~(Xi -  l)8ed
0 <

- l)8eBl
-    - P¿ =  M«/» + Ti8e6/n2]
M2 J

= ende/n + Ti8t8/n2 = 1 - 0e/w + 6e/n - 8t6/n2 < 1,

and

(Xi - 1)5"
0

r(xi - i)5i
è I——-I - (Pin/(6e) + ai) = InS/n] = 0.

Formulas (6) and (7) become, upon simplifying,

Axi = p + an + a(pin/(6e) + ai) + cpt (mod n),

Bxi = q + ßr{ + b(pin/(6t) + <n) + dp{ (mod «),

where we have used (9) and the definitions of 5, e, 6.

If x2>Xi are two numbers in the same cell, then we have

(10) (an/(6t) + c)(pi - p2) + a(ai - c2) + a(n — t2) s 0    (mod «),

(11) (bn/(6t) + d)(pi - p2) + b(ai - <x2) + ß(n - t2) = 0    (mod n),

from which we obtain

(be - ad)(pi — p2) + (ab - /3a) (n — tj) m 0        (mod «),

(ßc — ad)(pi — p2) + (ßa — ab)((*i — <r2) = 0       (mod «).

Therefore we have

(be — ad)(pi — p2) = 0 (mod 5e0) and (ßc — ad)(pi — p2) = 0 (mod 8ed).

Using the hypothesis of the theorem we may write

Pi — p2 = 0 (mod 86)    and   pi — p2 ss 0 (mod eö).

Since (6, e) = l, these congruences imply pi—p2 = 0 (mod 8e6) which,

in virtue of the inequality 0^p¡ <Se6, implies pi=p2.

From congruences (12) we now obtain, since (ab—aß, ») = Seö,

ti — t2 = 0 (mod »/(Seö)),        ai — a2 s 0 (mod n/(8tff)).
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If we write n — r2 = rn/(bed) and ai —a 2 = an/(bed), where 0=|t|

= 0e — 1, 0=|<r| =5 — 1, congruences (10), (11) become

ana I(bed) + am/(bed) = 0 (mod »),

bna/(bed) + ßm/(bed) = 0 (mod »),

from which we obtain

ao- + ar = 0 (mod bed),
(13)

oo-+/St = 0 (mod 5e6).

Hence aa = 0 (mod ô), but (a, 5) = (e, 5) = 1, so that <r = 0 (mod b),

but 0 ¿ | er | < 5 and hence a = 0.

Formulas (13) now gives us ar = 0 (mod Seo), /3t = 0 (mod bed), so

that

(ad - ßc)r = 0 (mod 5e0),

and using the hypothesis we have r = 0 (mod 0e), but 0 = jr| <de so

that r = 0 and xx = x2. Thus if the conditions of Theorem 1 are ful-

filled, two different numbers cannot fall in the same cell and hence

the square will be filled since there are exactly »2 numbers and w2

cells.

The conditions of Theorem 1 are also necessary, for if the process

fills the square, we can find an x to satisfy (6) and (7) for every

pair of integers (Ax, Bx). This means that given any pair of integers

r, s, we can always find x, z, w to satisfy

ax + az + cw = r,        ßx + bz + dw = s (mod »),

where we have written

r = Ax — p + a, s = Bx — q + ß,

_ r(x - i)bi = r(s - i)uee-|

From the last two congruences we have

(ab — aß)x + (be — ad)w = br — as (mod «)

and

(ab — aß)z + (ad — ßc)w = as — ßr (mod »).

Using the definition of d these give us

(ßc — ad)w = ßr — as (mod bed)

and
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(be — ad)w = br — as (mod 5e0).

Suppose now (be —ad, bed)=ey and (ßc—ad, bed) = bÇ. Then taking

r = 0, s = l in the last congruence we find e7|a. But e-y | bed and 5e0|».

Hence e^| (a, n)=e, so that y = l. Similarly we can show that f = l

and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

Summing up, we can describe the construction of the square as

follows: The number 1 is entered into the cell (p, q). Each further

x is entered by making the step (a, ß) from the cell occupied by x — 1.

Whenever the cell arrived at is already filled, the first break-step (a, b)

is also made. If the first break-step (a, b) still leads to an occupied

cell, then the second break-step (c, d) is used. The conditions of

Theorem 1 are necessary and sufficient for success in filling the square

by this method.

Proof of Theorem 2. If two numbers xi>x2 are in the same

column, then congruence (10) holds. The numbers Xi and x2 cannot lie

between the same two multiples of », for if we have [(xi — 1)/«]

= [(x2 — 1)/»], using (8) we may write

(14) pm/(bed) + [<ri/b + n/n] = P2n/(bed) + [<r2/b + r2/n],

from which we have

bed
0 = p\ — p2 = — ([<r2/b + T2/n\ — [o-i/b + Ti/n\)

n

bed / » 1 1 1 \       bed     n
= -(-+-)<--=1,

»   \ bed        b        5        n /        n    bed

where we have used O=<Tj = »/(0e) — 1, 0=r< = »/5 —1. Since the p<

are integers, this implies pi=p2. Congruence (10) now becomes

a((Ti — <T2)+o:(ti — r2)=0 (mod w), and since (a, b) = 1 and b\a we have

(15) ci — tr2 =: 0 (mod b).

But by (14) we have [ffi/ô+ri/»] = [<r2/b+T2/n]=s, say, from which

we may write

(16) sb = <j2 + r2b/n = <ji + nb/n = sô + 5 — 1/».

Since 0=r2o/»<l and <j2 is an integer, the first inequality in (16)

implies <t2 = s5. Subtracting this from the last inequality in (16) we

obtain

0 = a - a2 Ú sb + b - 1/» - sb = b - 1/» < b.

Since the at are integers, this last relation, with (15), implies o-i=o-2,

and congruence  (10)  now gives us a(ri — r2)=0  (mod »), Ti — t2
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= 0 (mod n/8), but we have 0=r,<«/5 so that ti = t2 and hence

Xi=x2. Thus the method will not enter into the same column two

numbers which lie between the same two multiples of « and a similar

argument proves this for the rows as well. (Note that we have not

yet used any of the hypotheses of Theorem 2.)

It remains to show that two congruent numbers will not fall in

the same row or column. The problem of obtaining necessary and

sufficient conditions to ensure this for general 6 is open and appears

to be quite difficult. The case 0=1 is governed by the conditions of

Theorem 2 and we complete the proof in this case. If we have xx

= x2 (mod n), then we may write

Xi — x2 = (pi — p2)n2/(8e) + (ai — a2)n/8 + n — t2 = 0    (mod n),

from which we have t\ — r2 = 0(mod n/8) and hence Ti = t2. Conse-

quently we have (ffi — a2)n/8 = 0 (mod «), (Ti—o-2 = 0 (mod 5). We now

write <Ti — a2 = a8, where 0^|o-| ^«/(5e) —1. If Xi and x2 are in the

same column, then congruence (10) holds and now becomes

(17) c(pi — p2) + aa8 = 0 (mod «).

Since e|a we obtain c(pi— p2)=0 (mod Se) and the hypothesis (c, Se)

= 1 implies pi—p2 = 0 (mod Se), which, with the inequality 0gp¡<Se,

yields pi=p2. Then by (17) we have ff = 0 (mod n/(Se)) and since

0ë=|<r| <«/(5e), we have <r = 0, Xi = x2. A similar argument for the

rows proves that the conditions of Theorem 2 are sufficient.

The conditions are also necessary, for if (c, Se) = r¡ > 1 we can show

that the two congruent numbers Xi = l and x2= l+n2/r/ + tn fall in

the same column, where / is defined as that solution of the con-

gruence ta/e= — c/t] (mod «/(Se)) which satisfies the inequality

0^i<«/(5e). Since (a/e, w/(5e)) = l, such a / exists. By hypothesis,

77 = 2. (We may also assume Se = 2, since 5e = l is Lehmer's case.) We

then have

x2 = 1 + «2A + tn g Í + n2/r, + n2/(8e) - n

g, 1 + »2/2 + »a/2 - « = «2 - (n - 1) < «2,

which shows that x2 is a permissible value. Furthermore, we have

Ax, = p + a(n2/r¡ + tn) + a[n8/r, + t8] + c[8e/y + t8t/n]

= p + at8 + c8e/r) (mod n),

since 7}\a8 and [/Se/»]=0. The definition of / shows that Axt

=p(mod «) so that Xi and x2 lie in the same column. Hence if (c, 8e)

> 1 the square will not be regular. A similar argument shows that the
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condition (d, be) = 1 is also necessary and the proof of Theorem 2 is

complete.

Lehmer's analysis for determining whether or not a square ob-

tained by the uniform step method is diabolic or symmetric can be

applied here to yield the following theorems, the proofs of which we

omit since they parallel those in Lehmer's paper.

Theorem 3. When 0 = 1, the magic square constructed by means of

congruences (6) awd (7) will be diabolic if and only if

(c + d, be) = (c - d, be) = 1.

Theorem 4. The square constructed by means of (6) and (7) will be

symmetric if and only if

2p=l + a+a- c(bed - 1) (mod »),

2q=sl + ß + b- d(bed - 1) (mod »).

The square, of course, can be symmetric without being magic.

We observe that when « is a multiple of 3, Theorem 3 cannot be

satisfied so that, as in Lehmer's case, our method will not yield dia-

bolic squares for such ». However, our method can yield magic

squares which are also magic along the main diagonal (extending from

the upper left to the lower right corners of the square) and along

those parallel to it, when » = 0 (mod 3). For example, when w = 9,

the square given by

/a   a    c\      /3    1    1\

\ß   b    d)~\3    2    1/

has this property. This kind of square cannot occur in Lehmer's

case since his conditions require all seven numbers a, ß, a, b, a+ß,

a + b, ab—aß to be prime to 3 and this is impossible.
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